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it was confidently expected that the truce would be only the prelude
to permanent peace. Many of the delegates felt less satisfaction,
however, when they learnt that the peace negotiations were to take
place under the auspices of the League of Nations Commission1 and
not under those of the Pan-American Conference ;2 and the prospect
for a successful outcome of the negotiations was clouded from the
outset hy Bolivian accusations that Paraguay was not observing the
terms of the truce—in particular that the capture of Fort Munoz
had taken place after, and not before, midnight on the 19th-20th
December. Both sides ultimately agreed that the question of obser-
vance of the truce should be investigated by the League Commission,
but valuable time was wasted in this controversy, and the members
of the Commission, who did not reach Montevideo until the 23rd
December, were able to do little more in the short time at their
disposal than negotiate with the parties for a prolongation of the
truce. It was now Paraguay and not Bolivia who made difficulties.
The Paraguayan military authorities were convinced that the only
satisfactory solution of the dispute would be provided by the
definitive victory which they now believed to be within their reach,
and they took the view that to prolong the truce would merely
be to give Bolivia time to reorganize her forces and strengthen her
position. With great reluctance, the Government at Asuncion agreed
on the 29th December that the armistice should be extended for
another week, but they declared that any further prolongation
was out of the question unless Bolivia withdrew her troops from
the Chaco altogether. Bolivia, meanwhile, had recovered from the
first shock of her reverses in December and was no longer in a
defeatist mood. General Kundt had been superseded, and the
country was reported to be confident that the Bolivian forces, under
their new commander, would soon wipe out the disgrace which they
had suffered. During the week's extension of the truce, repeated
efforts were made to find a formula which would prevent the resump-
1	The President of Paraguay, in making his proposal for an armistice, had
suggested that the League Commission should convene a meeting in a Eio de
la Plata capital for the discussion of conditions of peace.   The Commission
chose Montevideo as the meeting-place.
2	At the last session of the Conference, on the 26th December, a resolution
was proposed by Mr. Hull, and adopted unanimously, calling upon the dispu- •
tants to accept the mediation of the League Commission and agree upon terms
of peace. The Conference also adopted an Argentinian resolution recommend-
ing that, if the League Commission thought it desirable, a conference should
be held at Buenos Aires to discuss geographical and economic factors bearing
on the Chaco dispute (see p. 416 above for the Mendoza Conference at which
this project was first mooted).

